Modern Elegance
Vera Wang Wedgwood Infinity Silver Gifts Collection

Vera Wang continues to captivate the globe with fashion-forward creations sought
after by the modern bride and chic home owner alike.
By adopting and abstracting the infinity symbol as inspiration for Vera Wang
Wedgwood “Infinity”, Vera Wang has created an emotional collection of fine silver
plate bridal giftware.

“Love is infinite” says Vera Wang of her new collection, for which she chose the
braided, loop-knotted rope symbol – free from beginning or end – as her
representation of eternal love. The silver rope and infinity knot appear in raised detail
throughout the Infinity Collection as a reminder of love’s endurance.
Vera Wang Wedgwood “Infinity Bridal Collection”, featuring a distinctive, infinityinspired Vera Wang hallmark on each piece, includes contemporary silver plate
bridal essentials and wedding day favourites. Pictured left to right: Infinity Toasting
Flutes RRP $99.95, Kissing Bell RRP$79.95, Ring Catcher RRP $59.95, Frame 4” x 6”
RRP $99.95. Also available, Cake Knife/Server RRP $99.95, Frame 5” x 7” RRP $119,
Frame 8” x 10” RRP $149, Double Frame RRP $149, Photo Guest Book RRP $99.95.

Vera Wang Wedgwood Silver Plate “Infinity” giftware is available online at
www.wedgwood.com.au or in selected Myer, David Jones and Independents
nationally, enquiries please contact 1300 852 022.

Vera Wang Wedgwood Covered Candle and Baby Collection

Candles are a wonderful gift for any occasion. Vera Wang Wedgwood Covered
Candle Collection features decorative lids and bases showcasing three distinctive
Vera Wang designs in raised silver plate. The candles are available in (pictured left to
right below) “Grosgrain”, “Vera Lace” as well as the new “Infinity” pattern. A candle is
included and each holder can be used again or repurposed for a number of
decorative functions. Packaged in signature Vera Wang Wedgwood gift boxing, the
delightful covered candles present a refreshing approach to a year round gifting
favourite. RRP $79.95.

Following on from the beautifully designed celebrations of love and unity, Vera
Wang turns her artistic eye to gifts for the newest members of the family. The Vera
Wang Wedgwood Baby Collection is a trio of silver plate gifts designed for newborn
and christening gifts. Toast the new arrival with the Double Handled Baby Cup RRP
$69.95, invest in baby’s future with the whimsical Piggy Bank RRP $69.95, or
capture precious moments in the 4” x 6” Baby Frame RRP $69.95

Vera Wang Wedgwood Silver Plate “Covered Candles” and “Baby Collection” is
available online at www.wedgwood.com.au or in selected Myer, David Jones and
Independents nationally, enquiries please contact 1300 852 022.

https://www.facebook.com/wedgwoodAU

About WWRD:
WWRD is the leading provider of luxury home and lifestyle products worldwide.
WWRD manufactures, distributes and sells well-recognised brands including
Waterford, Wedgwood, Royal Doulton, Royal Albert, and Johnson Brothers. WWRD
maintains unique licensing arrangements with some of the most high-profile
innovators in the home and lifestyle market, including Vera Wang, Jasper Conran,
Monique Lhuillier, John Rocha, Gordon Ramsay, and Donna Hay. WWRD products are
distributed through premium department stores and independent retailers and
wholesalers around the world, including the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan,
Canada, Australia and Ireland. The company employs more than 3,000 people
worldwide.
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